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Any discussion of the two-seat Fiat Spider convertibleâ€”a revival of the nameplate from the s
and 70sâ€”turns inevitably to comparing and contrasting it with the Mazda MX-5 Miata on which
it's based. The sets itself apart with styling cues plucked from the original version, making for a
substantially different exterior appearance than the Miata. From behind the wheel, the Fiat is a
more relaxed take on the Mazda, with a welcome reduction in interior noise due to extra
sound-deadening measures, higher-quality materials inside, a more powerful turbo engine, and
slightly more trunk space. However, the engine lacks responsiveness, and despite the extra
power, is actually slower than the Miata. And make sure you fit, because, like the Miata, the 's
cabin is quite compact. Overall, it's a very good small roadster that lives in the shadow of the
even better Miata. Nothing aside from a new side-stripe and hood-decal package available on
Abarth models that highlights the scorpion featured on its logo. Usually when it comes to
selecting a manual-transmission, rear-drive roadster we'd be tempted to gravitate to the
sportiest model; in the 's case, that is the Abarth with its optional rorty exhaust and upgraded
brakes, along with Abarth-specific suspension tuning and a limited-slip differential. But if you're
looking for a pure-driving roadster, the Miata is an even better choice. In this case, we'd stick
with the most affordable version, the Classica; since the Spider is about the simple joy of
piloting a wind-in-your-hair roadster, why pay more for extra features that don't add to that
experience? All Spider models come with a turbocharged four-cylinder making horsepower in
Classica and Lusso models and horsepower in the Abarth. It can be fun trying to keep the 's
engine on boil by constantly working the buttery six-speed manual a six-speed automatic is
optional , but the nonlinear power delivery makes the task tricky. At least when kept in the
middle of the range, the Fiat engine amuses with solid punch and a brassy exhaust note. At low
engine speeds, the 1. Where the Toyota 86 and the MX-5 Miata are autocross and track-day
darlings, the softer-handling Fiat is the small roadster to buy if you prioritize sunny-day cruises
over track events. The stiffer-sprung Abarth model is more of an eager little scamp, and every
benefits from quick, feedback-rich steering and good body control when the road deviates from
the straight and narrow. The Spider rides decently for a small, flyweight roadster. Seeing as it's
lightweight and smallâ€”and powered by a tiny engineâ€”it's no surprise that the Fiat earns
sparkling fuel-economy estimates on the EPA's test cycle. In our real-world highway
fuel-economy test, the Spider with the manual transmission bested its highway EPA rating of 35
mpg with a mpg result. Base-model Spiders have manual climate controls, while Lusso and
Abarth models gain automatic climate control and heated seats, but don't expect many other
luxuries. Cabin space is tight, especially for drivers and passengers measuring more than six
feet tall. The top, when raised, arcs tightly over the cabin, and the small rear window contributes
to the interior's confining nature. At least when the soft top is folded behind the seats, as it
should be as often as possibleâ€”remember, this is a roadster! If you were holding out hope
that the Spider might swallow cargo better than it gulps two people, dash that optimism here
and now. The Spider has a small trunk and barely any cabin storage for phones, knickknacks,
and the like. We fit just one carry-on suitcase inside the Fiat's trunk. All Spiders ship with a 7.
Users can also operate the touchscreen via a center-console knob and its shares the
infotainment software with the Miata. The setup is straightforward and benefits from shortcut
buttons for audio, navigation, and home menus placed around the control knob. Bluetooth, an
auxiliary audio input, and redundant steering-wheel audio and phone controls are standard, but
the rest of the technology is rudimentary. Key safety features include:. Perhaps in an effort to
dispel buyers' preconceived notions about the Fiat brand's checkered past when it comes to
reliability, the Spider comes with a better limited warranty and longer-term roadside assistance
than the Miata. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Drew Dorian and Dave
VanderWerp. More Model Years. More on the Fiat Spider. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. More From Fiat. The Scorpion roadster is where driving pleasure and exhilarating
performance meet. A spider with the numbers: best in class weight-to -power ratio, with
distribution and a centre of gravity just Abarth spider, the essence of driving. When choosing a
spider, design is fundamental, so is the sound. Add, as an option, the dual mode, 4-tailpipe,
Record Monza Exhaust. Exhaust gas flow varies depending on the engine speed, while the
reduced back-pressure ensures increased power delivery at all speeds. Driving pleasure is
essential for Abarth. The Drive Mode Selector changes the engine calibration, acceleration,
steering, electronic controls and transmission. The result is moderate driving in traffic or
sportier feel on the open road. Change the road in front of you, not your driving pleasure. A
light, but powerful spider. The 1. Abarth spider translates sportiness into elegance and
vice-versa. The single colour body, available in black or white, underlines its sober but
determined character. The stylistic choices are also evident in the front-end design. The wing
mirror caps match the grey tone of the A-pillar, while the grille cover is uniformly black. The
elegant and sporty DNA is reflected in the interiors, where the seats have a carefully planned

design: the central microfibre inserts minimise side-slipping by the driver, while the leather
sides add a more elegant touch. Classy, yet sporty. The D. M affects both safety and
performance. The ability to ensure torque transfer between the front wheels on curves gives
exceptional dynamism. The result is flawless cornering. The specific Abarth braking system
offers maximum safety, without impacting the quality of your performances. You can also
choose to add the Brembo braking system, dedicated entirely to driving pleasure. Your style will
be unique. Thanks to the sports suspension with Bilstein shock absorbers, specifically tuned by
Abarth and a larger anti-roll bar, Abarth spider offers perfect road holding, neutral setting and
maximum control on every corner. Abarth spider is the roadster designed to experience the
essence of the asphalt. Its handling is unique in its class and translates into a dual soul,
capable of offering the most authentic driving pleasure and, at the same time, a sporty style.
Performance Craftmanship Technical Upgrade. Record Monza Exhaust. Record Monza Exhaust
The unmistakable voice of Abarth When choosing a spider, design is fundamental, so is the
sound. Drive Mode Selector. Front design. Abarth D. Mechanical Limited Slip Differential Classy,
yet sporty. Specific Brake System. Specific Brake System Safety to supports performance The
specific Abarth braking system offers maximum safety, without impacting the quality of your
performances. Bilstein shock absorbers. Mechanical limited slip differential. Suspension Front:
High quadrilateral with enlarged anti-roll bar Rear: 5-point multi-link with enlarged anti-roll bar.
Shock absorbers Abarth shock absorbers by Blistein and specifically calibrated springs. Kits
and Accessories Abarth Racing. Follow on:. Exactly 50 years later, the iconic s design is back in
a roadster created for pure driving pleasure: the Fiat Spider. Swallow-tail section rear wings,
horizontal rear lights and tail lights with body colour inserts. All elements of the Fiat Spider
cabin have chrome and satin finishes; from the air vents to the details of the door panels.
Exclusive real leather upholstery with visible stitching. Lower dashboard trimmed with visible
stitching in the same colour as the leather upholstery inside the car. Leather steering wheel and
instrument panel cowling trimmed with visible stitching. In Fiat Spider, every control is at your
fingertips, so you can stay focused on driving. The Fiat seats are ergonomic with raised
padding on the sides, comfortable during the trip and also when getting in or out of the vehicle.
An exclusive and original driving experience in a sports car with an iconic s design. Returning
to fill you with excitement each time you touch the steering wheel. Audio system, volume,
navigator: everything you need to make your trip magnificent is within easy reach. Ergonomic
leather steering wheel and instrument panel with three indicators, including the centrally
positioned rev counter, designed for sporty driving. From the shape of the windscreen pillars to
the distinctive position of the wipers, every detail is designed to ensure maximum visibility and
road control. Low driving position and raised padding on the sides of the seats, just like a true
sports car in which to savour every curve. Multimedia steering wheel commands that not only
allow you to control the road, but also the mood of your music. Luxury interiors, user-friendly
commands and on-board computer. Ready to enjoy every centimetre of the road on board the
Fiat Spider? Choose your market. Cool exterior, exquisitely finished interior and guaranteed
enjoyment, reinforced by the on-board technologies. Design and exterior. The iconic s design is
back, in a car created for pure driving pleasure. Beauty in every single detail All elements of the
Fiat Spider cabin have chrome and satin finishes; from the air vents to the details of the door
panels. Enjoy the scenery Interiors Lower dashboard trimmed with visible stitching in the same
colour as the leather upholstery inside the car. Magnificent everywhere Leather steering wheel
and instrument panel cowling trimmed with visible stitching. Absolute control In Fiat Spider,
every control is at your fingertips, so you can stay focused on driving. An interface one step
ahead of the rest. Comfort and class The Fiat seats are ergonomic with raised padding on the
sides, comfortable during the trip and also when getting in or out of the vehicle. Interiors Relax.
The world is yours. Just one touch is all you need Audio system, volume, navigator: everything
you need to make your trip magnificent is within easy reach. That shiver racing up through your
body Ergonomic leather steering wheel and instrument panel with three indicators, including
the centrally positioned rev counter, designed for sporty driving. Pure driving satisfaction From
the shape of the windscreen pillars to the distinctive position of the wipers, every detail is
designed to ensure maximum visibility and road control. The wind, the engine, your favourite
song Low driving position and raised padding on the sides of the seats, just like a true sports
car in which to savour every curve. Control cabin Multimedia steering wheel commands that not
only allow you to control the road, but also the mood of your music. Light up the road to make it
your own. With Spider the road is yours. DAB radio with Bose system and 9 speakers. Bose
Sound System An exclusive audio system, which ensures a sound quality that is always perfect,
even when the hood is down. The Bose system has 9 speakers, 4 of which are integrated in the
headrests. Keyless Go Keyless car entry, locking and ignition. Fiat Spider knows it only too
well: those who want to get away have no time to wait. The X enters with a few small updates,

and it's the last Fiat standing in the US. Congratulations, X. You're the last Fiat standing in the
automaker's US portfolio, following an announcement on Wednesday that the Spider and L
crossover are officially dead. We always affectionately referred to the Spider as the Fiata, since
the roadster shared the majority of its underpinnings with the Mazda MX-5 Miata. The Fiat
variant wore unique front and rear fascias, and was powered by a 1. However, most people -ourselves included -- preferred the look and feel of the Miata. Through October of this year, Fiat
sold just 1, examples of the Spider while Mazda moved just ov
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er 7, Miatas. The Fiat L never really made much sense following the launch of the more
butch-looking, all-wheel-drive X. The tall hatchback had lots of interior space, but it was a total
dud to drive. It also looked horrible -- really horrible. The L was Fiat's worst-selling model, with
fewer than finding homes in the first three quarters of As for the X, Fiat announced a number of
updates for the compact crossover on Wednesday, including a new Sport Value Package that
includes a sunroof, Beats audio system, inch wheels, LED headlights, parking sensors,
navigation, heated front seats and more. But considering only 1, of these crossovers have sold
so far this year, who knows how much longer this one will stick around, too. Climb in the
driver's seat for the latest car news and reviews, delivered to your inbox twice weekly. Fiat
Spider and L discontinued for , only the X remains The X enters with a few small updates, and
it's the last Fiat standing in the US. Steven Ewing. Enlarge Image.

